
NETWORKING TOPOLOGIES AND TCP IP PROTOCOL

computer network topology is the way various components of a network like nodes links peripherals etc are arranged
topology can be physical.

Subnetting is the process of dividing a single network into multiple different networks, for the purpose of
conserving IP addresses, separating networks or creating VLANs, and creating sites in active directory site and
services If more than a few dozen computers are added to a network bus, performance problems will likely
result. Two or more devices connect to a link; two or more links form a topology. Session layer. Hub acts as a
repeater for data flow. If network traffic is heavy or nodes are more the performance of the network decreases.
Networking Topology. There are two techniques to transmit data over the Mesh topology, they are : Routing
Flooding MESH Topology: Routing In routing, the nodes have a routing logic, as per the network
requirements. The process of breaking up the functions or tasks of networking into layers reduces complexity.
Like routing logic to direct the data to reach the destination using the shortest distance. You can probably
build a home or small business computer network without understanding the difference between a bus design
and a star design, but becoming familiar with the standard topologies gives you a better understanding of
important networking concepts like hubs, broadcasts, and routes. This is useful for colleges, universities and
schools so that each of the branches can identify the relevant systems in their own network. Although you will
find this chapter to be a useful, high-level overview, if you have a Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert
certification CCIE or years of networking background, you may want to skim this chapter. When your
computer is receiving data, the contrary process will occur. Telecommunication protocol create protocol data
unit in sender side. IEEE  A signal packet from the source travels in both directions to all machines connected
on the bus cable until it finds the intended recipient. IPv4 addresses are bits in length, and use subnet masks to
determine the size of the network segment. The guidelines describe what to do the details like when and where
to send the data, data format. Star Topology. Most large corporations operate an intranet to promote
information sharing and increase productivity. In essence, both the telco and data people are right; however,
for the purposes of this discussion, this chapter concentrates on data networks. Client-Serverâ€”A network
where powerful, dedicated systems called servers provide resources, files, devices, and even processing power
to individual workstations or clients. Topologies Comparison Essay - Topologies Comparison Topologies are
categorized into different virtual shapes or structures with the basic types being Mesh, Bus, Ring, and Star.
We can even have routing logic, to re-configure the failed nodes.


